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Abstract

The (dual) Dold-Kan correspondence says that there is an equivalence of categories K : Ch>0 
— 21 b 1 between nonnegatively graded cochain complexes and cosimplicial abelian groups, which 
is inverse to the normalization functor. We show that the restriction of K to DG-rings can be 
equipped with an associative product and that the resulting functor DGR*— RingsJ, although 
not itself an equivalence, does induce one at the level of homotopy categories. In other words 
both DGR* and RingsJ are Quillen closed model categories and the total left derived functor of 
K is an equivalence:

LA : Ho DGR* — Ho RingsJ.

The dual of this result for chain DG and simplicial rings was obtained independently by 
Schwede and Shipley, Algebraic and Geometric Topology 3 (2003) 287, through different meth
ods. Our proof is based on a functor Q : DGR* — RingsJ, naturally homotopy equivalent to K, 
and which preserves the closed model structure. It also has other interesting applications. For 
example, we use Q to prove a noncommutative version of the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg 
and Loday-Quillen theorems. Our version applies to the cyclic module [;/] i—» ]J^ S' that arises 
from a homomorphism A’ — .S' of not necessarily commutative rings, using the coproduct 
of associative //-algebras. As another application of the properties of O, we obtain a simple, 
braid-free description of a product on the tensor power S&li originally defined by Nuss D-theory 
12 (1997) 23, using braids.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The (dual) Dold-Kan correspondence is an equivalence between the category Ch580 
of nonnegatively graded cochain complexes of abelian groups and the category 2lbd of 
cosimplicial abelian groups. This equivalence is de lined by a pair of inverse functors

V : 21b 1 tv Clr " : A. (1)

Here N is the normalized or Moore complex (see (24) below). The functor K is 
described in [17], 8.4.4; if A = (A.d) e Ch580 and n > 0, then

« / \ «
KnA = 0 i . p' = © A* 0 vfZ". (2)

i=0 \ ' / 1=0
If in addition A happens to be a DG-rmg, then K”A can be equipped with a product, 

namely that coming from the tensor product of rings A <g> AZ”:

(a <g> x)(b <g> y) = ab v A y. (3)

This product actually makes [«] >— K"A into a cosimplicial ring (see 5.3). Thus K 
can be viewed as a functor from DG- to cosimplicial rings:

K : DGR* - Rmgsd, A KA. (4)

Note that for all u, K"A is a nilpotent extension of A0. As there are cosimplicial 
rings which are not codimensionwise nilpotent extensions of constant cosimplicial rings, 
A >— AL4 is not a category equivalence. However we prove (Theorem 9.8) that it induces 
one upon inverting weak equivalences. Precisely, K carries quasi-isomorphisms to maps 
inducing an isomorphism at the cohomotopy level, and therefore induces a functor LA 
between the localizations IIo/KW and HoRmgsd obtained by formally inverting such 
maps, and we prove that LA is an equivalence:

LA: HoDGR*—HoRmgsd. (5)

The dual of this result, that is, the equivalence between the homotopy categories of 
chain DG and simplicial rings, was obtained independently by Schwede and Shipley 
through different methods (see [15] and also Remark 9.4 below).

To prove (5) we use Quillen’s formalism of closed model categories [14], We con
sider in each of DGR* and Rings1 a closed model structure, in which weak equivalences 
are as above, fibrations are surjective maps and cofibrations are appropriately defined 
to fit Quillen’s axioms. There is a technical problem in that the functor A does not 
preserve cofibrations. To get around this, we replace A by a certain functor 0. As is 
the case of the Dold-Kan functor, 0 too is defined for all cochain complexes A, even 
if they may not be DG-rmgs. If .IgCIi" then

OG
O'U = ^4'®r(Z"). (6)

f=0

We show that any set map a : [«] — [»/] induces a group homomorphism O”A —>■ O'” A, 
so that [u] i— O”A is not only a functor on A but on the larger category $in with the
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same objects, where a homomorphism [«] [»/] is just any set map. The projection
TZ” —* vlZ” induces a homomorphism

p-.OA-KA. (7)

We show p induces an isomorphism of cohomotopy groups. If moreover A is a 
DG-nng, OnA has an obvious product coming from Af> TZ'f however this product is 
not well-behaved with respect to the $in nor the cosimplicial structure. In order to get 
a Sin-ring we perturb the product by a Hochschild 2-cocycle f:A* ® T*®—A*+1 ® 
T*+1 F. We obtain a product o of the form

(fl <:*:>w) o (b <:*:> y) = ab ®vy + f\a f>x,b ® y). (8)

For a definition of f see (48) below. It turns out that the map p is a ring homo
morphism (see 5.3). This implies that the derived functors of K and of the functor 0 
obtained from 0 by restriction of its ^in-structure to a cosimplicial one, are isomorphic 
(see 9.3):

LO = LA. (9)

We show further that LO is an equivalence. We deduce this from the stronger result 
(Theorem 9.6) that 0 is the left adjoint of a Quillen equivalence (as defined in Hovey’s 
book [7, 1.3.12]).

Next we review other results obtained in this paper. As mentioned above, for A e Ch580, 
OA is not only a cosimplicial group but a 3in-group. In particular the cyclic permutation 
tn :=(0 • ••«): [«] —» [«] acts on O”A, and we may view OA as a cyclic module in the 
sense of [17, 9.6.1], Consider the associated normalized mixed complex (NOA.p.B). 
We show that there is a weak equivalence of mixed complexes

(A.O.d)^(NQA.p.B). (10)

In particular these two mixed complexes have the same Hochschild homology:

A^IJANOA.ii). (11)

If A happens to be a DG-nng then the shuffle product induces a graded ring structure 
on H*(NQA,p); we show in 6.1 that (11) is a nng isomorphism for the product of A 
and the shuffle product of H*(N0A,p).

A specially interesting case is that of the DG-rmg of noncommutative differential 
forms QrS relative to a ring homomorphism R-t-S (as defined in [3]). We show in 
7.6 that OOrS is the coproduct Sm-ring:

n

Oi2flS = ]JflS:[fl] (12)
1=0

In particular, by (11), there is an isomorphism of graded rings

QrS^H* ■ (13)

The particular case of (13) when R is commutative and R—>S is central and flat was 
proved in 1994 by Guccione et al. [6], More generally, by (10) we have a mixed 
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complex equivalence

(QRS,O,d)^ (14)

We view (13) and (14) as noncommutative versions of the Hochschild-Kostant- 
Rosenberg and Loday-Quillen theorems [17, 9.4.13, 9.8.7],

As another application, we give a simple formulation for a product structure de lined 
by Nuss [13] on each term of the Amitsur complex associated to a homomorphism 
R—rS of not necessarily commutative rings R and S

n
0S-.[n]^0RS. (15)

R 1=0

Nuss constructs his product using tools from the theory of quantum groups. We show 
here (see Section 8) that the canonical Dold-Kan isomorphism maps product (3) to 
that de in led by Nuss. Thus

= KN S) = (g).,S (16)

is an isomorphism of cosimphcial rings.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Basic notations are fixed in Sec

tion 2. In Section 3 the functor 0 is defined. The homotopy equivalence of the cosim
phcial groups A.l and OA as well as that of the mixed complexes (10) is proved in 
Section 4. In Section 5 we show that the functor 0 : Ch>0 —►2lb'"n is strong monoidal 
(5.2). We use this to introduce, for A e DGR*, the product (8) on OA (5.3). The graded 
ring isomorphism (11) is proved in Section 6. Isomorphism (12) and its corollaries 
(13) and (14) are proved in Section 7. The reformulation of Nuss’ product is the 
subject of Section 8. In Section 5 we prove that 0 is the left adjoint of a Quillen 
equivalence (Theorem 9.6) and deduce from this that LA is a category equivalence 
(Corollary 9.8).

2. Cochain complexes and cosimphcial abelian groups

We write A for the simphcial category, and $in for the category with the same 
objects as A, but where the homomorphisms [u] —> [m] are just the set maps. The 
inclusion

homj( [«], [m]) C Map( [u], [m]) = homSin([«], [m])

gives a faithful embedding A c $in. If I and C are categories, we shall write Q to 
denote the category of functors I — C. to which we refer as /-objects of C If C :/ — 
is an /-object, we write C' for C(z). We use the same letter for a map a: [//] —* [»/] e/ 
as for its image under C. The canonical embedding A c $in mentioned above makes 
[//] i— [//] into a cosimplicial object of $in. We write d,: [//] — [// +1], 1 = 0...... n +1
and Hj : [//] — [// — 1], / = 0...... u — 1, for the coface and codegeneracy maps. We also
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consider the map : [77] —►[« — 1] defined by

{i if i <
o r ■ U7)
0 it i = n.

One checks that d, := : [77] — [77 — 1], i = 0...... 77 and s, = dl+\ : [77] —> [n + 1], j =
0...... 77 satisfy the simphcial identities, with the d, as faces and the st as degeneracies.
Thus there is a functor *Siu, [77] [77]. Moreover the cyclic permutation t„ =
(0 • • • 77): [77] —► [77] extends this simphcial structure to a cyclic one (see [17, 9.6.3]). 
Composing with these functors and with the inclusion A C Siu mentioned above 
we have a canonical way of regarding any ^in-object in a category C as either a 
cosimplicial, a simphcial, or a cyclic object.

If i is a category with finite coproducts, and Ae C, we write for the functor
n

JjAiSm-C. [77]~[p. (18)
i=0

Here H may be replaced by whatever sign denotes the coproduct of C; for example if 
C is abelian, we write ©H for ]j.l

If A = and B = are graded abelian groups, we write

.4 g] 5 := ffi 4, (19)
n=0

If A.B are graded /-abelian groups, we put 4 0 fl for the graded /-abelian group 
7 1— A' 0 B'.

3. The functor Q

We are going to define a functor 0: ^2lbs,n; first we need some auxiliary
constructions. Write F := ker(®Z —> Z) for the kernel of the canonical map to the 
constant Sin-abelian group, and {e,: 0 i < 77} for the canonical basis of ©”=0Z. Put 
v, = e, — eg, 0 < 7 < 77. Note vg = 0 and {t>i...... v„} is a basis of V”. The action of a
map a: [77] [777] G Siu on F is given by

OLVi — Va(f) ^a(O) (0 < i < n). (20)

Applying to F the tensor algebra functor T in each codimension yields a graded 
Sin-ring TV. If A = (A,<7) G Ch580, we put

O”A := A g] TF". (21)

If a: [77] —> [777] e Siu, we set

a(u <x>x) = a <x> ca ® da <x> i®o>oa'-

If />: [777] —+ [/1] G Siu, then

/>(a(u <x> v)) = a <x> pea + da <x> tf{g}pea + da <x> />(i®oi )/>ar.

= (/>a)(u <x> v).

(22)
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Thus OA is a Sin-abelian group, and 0: Ch580 —»■21b'1,1 a functor. We have a hitration 
on OA by ^in-subgroups, given by

oo
^„oa = ^a4 ®rv. (23)

i=n

The associated graded Sin-abelian group is G^OA =A g] TV.

4. Comparison between Q and the Dold-Kan functor K

The Dold-Kan correspondence is a pair of inverse functors (see [17, 8.4]):
K\ Ch580 *5 2lb ~' : V.

If C e 21 bJ then NC can be equivalently described as the normalized complex or as 
the Moore complex

/
n n— 1

72 =* Qker(/i( : C^C”“1). (24)

i=l i=0

In either version the coboundary map N”C —*Nn+1C is induced by
n

<25> 

i=0

In the first version this is the same map as that induced by do. A description of the 
inverse functor K (in the simphcial case) is given in [17, 8.4.4], and another in [9, 
1.5], Here is yet another. Let AV be the extenor algebra, p: IT Al the canonical 
projection. One checks that ker(l <g> /;)C OA is a ^in-subgroup. Thus

A’.l : .1 g| .11 ’ (26)
inhents a Sm-slnicliire Moreover,

p := 1 <><> p: OA -» KA 
is a natural surjection of Sin-abelian groups. To see that the resulting cosimplicial 
abelian group All is indeed the same as (i.e. is naturally isomorphic to) that of [17], 
it suffices to show that NK4 =A. Put

n

We have

NK”A=A X AV"

= A^

= A" <g> m A • • • A v„ = A".
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Furthermore it is clear that the coboundary map induced by do is d :A* — ,T|:|. Thus 
our KA is the same cosimplicial abelian group as that of [17], But since in our con
struction KA has a ^in-structure, we may also regard it as a simplicial or cyclic abelian 
group. From our definition of faces and degeneracies, it is clear that the normalized 
complex of K4 considered as a simplicial group has the abelian group N"K4 = A" in 
each dimension. One checks that the alternating sum p of the faces induces the trivial 
boundary. Thus the normalized chain complex of the simplicial group K4 is (A,0). 
Consider the Connes operator B : NO*A NO*+1A,

n
5 = a0 o£(-i

i=0

(28)

We show in 4.2 below that pB = Dp, where D :=(/? + 1 )d on A". Hence we have a 
map of mixed complexes

ji:(m4.M.5)-»U,0,D). (29)

We shall see in 4.2 below that (29) is a rational equivalence of mixed complexes. We 
recall that a map of mixed complexes is an equivalence if it induces an isomorphism 
at the level of Hochschild homology; this automatically implies it also induces an 
isomorphism at the level of cyclic, periodic cyclic and negative cyclic homologies. In 
4.2 we also consider the map

T.A--NQA, !(a) = a ■ sign(<7)tyi ■ ■ ■ vml.
ires.

(30)

We show m Theorem 4.2 below that 1 is an integral equivalence

Remark 4.1. Note that if A is a complex of Q-vectorspaces, then p can be rescaled 
as (l/zz!)/? on NO" A to give a mixed complex map (NOA,p,B)^r(A,0,d) which is 
left inverse to I.

Theorem 4.2. Let A be a cochain complex of abelian groups, p: OA -» KA the map 
of 'ffn-abelian groups defined in (27) above. Them.

(I) There are a natural cochain map j ■.(A,d)—>(NOA,d) such that pj = I.4 and a 
natural cochain homotopy h : N* QA N*~l QA such that [h, d] = 1 - jp.

(II) Map (29) is a rational equivalence of mixed complexes. On the other hand map 
(30) is a natural integral equivalence I •. (A,0,d) (NQA,p.B).

Proof. First we compute NOA. A similar argument as that given in Section 4 to 
compute NK4, shows that

Nn QA =A a ^TV" Tj
(31)
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On the other hand, we have a canonical identification between the rth tensor power of 
Vn = TN and the free abelian group on the set of all maps {1............... {1.......o}:

T’ V” Z[Map({l...... r},{l........«})]. (32)

Using (32), T' U'/ 52/=i 1'A , becomes the free module on all surjective maps {1...... r}
— {1...... ti}; we get

no
N"OA = .4 3 Z [Sur*„] = ® Z [Sur,.„] . (33 )

Here SurA? is the set of all surjections {1...... p} —>{1....... q}. Note that in particular
Sur„ „ = S„, the symmetric group on n letters. To prove (i), regard NOA as a cochain 
complex. We may view NOA as the direct sum total complex of a second quadrant 
double complex

( A if p = q = 0,
Cp'q = <

(.4* <g> Z[Sur?;?+p] if (p.q) (0,0).

Here 1 <g> dg and d <g> t>i dg are, respectively, the horizontal and the vertical coboundary 
operators. Filtration (23 ) is the row hitration. If we regard A=NKA as a double cochain 
complex concentrated in the zero column, then p becomes a map of double complexes. 
By definition, p = 1 <g> p; at the «th row, p is a map:

p: Z [Surv] -» Z[n], (34)

The only nonzero component of p is p(u) = sign(a). We claim (34) is a cochain 
homotopy equivalence. To prove this note first that because both Z[Sur„;*] and Z[u] 
are complexes of free abelian groups, to show p is a homotopy equivalence it suffices 
to check it is a quasi-isomorphism. Next note that

H* (Z [Surn*]) =Jff*(jVTV) = 7T*(TBU)

= r7I*(u)

= TnH*(NV)

= T"Zf*(Z[l]) = Z[„]. (35)

Thus, to prove p is a cochain equivalence it suffices to show that

ker(j>: Z[S„] — Z) = dg (Z [Surn,n_i]). (36)

The inclusion D of (36) holds because p is a cochain map. To prove the other inclu
sion, proceed as follows. First note the identification

2[S„] = (J) Ziyi • • • va„.
a£S„

Next, observe that the kernel of p is generated by elements of the form

• • • ----- !---- t>, • • • t’l • • • = • • • t’i-i • • • t’i-i • • •) ((>!)■
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Here congruence is taken modulo 5Z,.i djTV. Thus p is a surjective homotopy equiv
alence, as claimed. Therefore, we may choose a cochain map j': Z[w] Z[Sur„;*] such 
that pj' = 1 and a cochain homotopy h': Z[Sur„;*] —> Z[Sur„;*_i] such that [/?', do] = 
1 — pj'. One checks that the following maps satisfy the requirements of part (1) of the 
theorem:

j := 1 ® / + (1 ® A')((l ® j')d - d® vidgj'),

A := (1 ® A' - (1 ® h')(d ® ui<?o)(l ® A'))( 1 ® j' p - 1).
Next we prove part (n). Observe the face maps of NOA are of the form 1®/® where /<; 
is the face map in TV. Hence we have a direct sum decomposition of chain complexes 

oo
(NQA,p) = ® (Z [Surv] . (37)

n=0

The homology version of the argument used in (35) shows that
H* (Z [Surv]) = Z[n],

In particular L„ := ker(/i: Z[S„] —>Z[Sur„>77_i]) is free of rank one. By definition, 
to prove p is a rational mixed complex equivalence, we must prove that pp = 0, 
which is straightforward, that pB = Dp, which we leave for later, and finally that 
® = 1 <x> p: (NOA.p) (N.O) is a rational chain equivalence, which in turn reduces to 
proving p(Ln) 0 for « 1. Consider the element

® := sign(<7)<7GZ[S„]. (38)
a eV,

We have ®(e„ )=«!; one checks further that eZ„. It follows that p: (NOA.p)—>(A,0) 
is a rational equivalence, as we had to prove. Moreover, as every coefficient of 
e„ is invertible, and L„ has rank one, we have L„ = Ze„. It follows that the map

: Z[w] ^(Z[Sur„ *],,u) which sends 1 e Z to e„ is a quasi-isomorphism, whence a 
homotopy equivalence. To finish the proof, we must show that Id = Bl and pB=Dp. 
Both of these follow once one has proven formula (39) below, which in turn is 
derived from identities (40), which are proved by induction. The inclusion {1} C 
{1 n + 1} together with the map {1 «}—>{1 n + 1}, i i + 1, define a 
bijection {1} £J{1 «}—> {1 n + 1}. We identify {1} []{1 h} = {1 « +1} 
using this bijection. If aeS„, we denote by 1 the coproduct map.

n
B(a ® a) = da • (-1)"'(1...... » + 1)' (I J J <7^ ,

1=0

f 1^+7 - W 
I vp-\ ~ vt,

if i < n — /,

if i = n - j + p j p^l.

t’fa <><> x) = a <><> t'trx + da <x> vtt'tlx.
n

B(a ® v) = da ■ \ (— 1 )"'t>,+idgt'x.
¿=0

(39)

□ (40)
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Notation 4.3. Let B = (B, d) & Ch' °. Put PB” = B” ffi B” 
coboundary operator d:PB* — PB'1 given by the matrix 

'd 0 0 '

ffi B". Equip PB with the

d = 1 —d — 1

0 0 d
We note PB comes equipped with a natural map e = (eo©i i : PB — B B. and that 
two maps ff f i :A—>B are cochain homotopic if and only if there exists a cochain 
homomorphism H : A — PB such that ■:! I = (/o./i )■ □

The next corollary says that, lor.l. A v Cli". every cosimphcial map f: OA^OB 
has a canonically associated cochain map f, such that NOf and Nf are naturally 
homotopic. Moreover, if f = Og, then f = g.

Corollary 4.4. Let A,B e Ch580. Consider the functors 
(Ch^°)op x Ch>0—>2lb

(A.B) homae,j( 614,08)

(A.B) homch?o(0,/W).
There are two natural transformations

: homa6 j (OA, OB) —> homch>o(.4, B),

H: homae,j (OA, OB) homCh?o(7V04,PNOB).
These are such that Og = g and that the following diagram commutes:

homch > 0 (NOA, PNOB)

homw (OA, QB) ------- >homch>o(W04, WOB © WOB)

^(NfNOf) (41)

Proof. Let f homatlj(04,OB) and j,p and h be as in the theorem. Define f := 
pN(f)j. Because 1, Og = g. Using the naturality of j and p, one checks further 
that f i-> f is natural. Let <5 = N(f) — NO(f) and put

k = Kf := h3 + 3h — [h3, d]h.
One checks that [k, A] = <5, whence Hf := (Nf, K.NOf’) is a homomorphism NOA 
— PNOB with sHf = (Nf.NQf). The naturality of H: f Hf follows from that 
of h. □

Simplicial powers and cosimplicial homotopies 4.5. Lei .1 e 21be Seis1 Put 
(,4t)" :=

xEXn

(42)
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If aehomj([//],[»/]) and ag(i' )”, define a(<7)x = a(<7D) (xcXmY The dual Z[.V]z: 
[«] i— homz(Z[A^],Z) of the simplicial free abelian group Z[A'] is a cosimplicial 
group. Consider the cosimplicial tensor product A <g> Z[A’]V : [«] i-> A” <g> Z[A],]V, There 
is a natural homomorphism

// '.A <x> Z[A’]V ~^AX g(a <x> (¡>)x = afiix). (43)

In case each A], is finite, // is an isomorphism. Dualizing the statement in [12]—next af
ter 8.9—we get that the composite of the normalized shuffle map ,V1 x ,VZ[A]z -^N(A® 
Z[T]z) with Alexander-Whitney map N(A <g> Z[T]z) —-VI <g> ,VZ[A]z is the iden
tity. Thus NA <g> ,VZ[A]z is a deformation retract of N(A <g> Z[.V]z) In particular 
PNA = NA <g> \ zZ[ l[l]] is a deformation retract of ,V(xl Cl) Recall two cosimplicial 
maps /o./i -A^B are called homotopic if (/o./i ):d-»BxB = ¿H[0HIJ[°] can j,e 
lifted to a map H From what we have just seen it is clear that /o-/i are
homotopic in this sense if and only if Nfg, Nf\ are cochain homotopic. (The dual of 
this assertion is proved in [5],) Let C be either of Ch580, 2lbJ. We write [C] for the 
category with the same objects as C. but where the homomorphisms are the homotopy 
classes of maps in C

Proposition 4.6. The functor O induces an equivalence of categories [Ch”"] —> [2lbJ],

Proof. If .lv21b'. then A = KNA. By Theorem 4.2, NA is homotopy equivalent to 
NOA. Thus A is homotopy equivalent to KNOA = OA. It remains to show that the 
following map is a bijection

[0] : homfcb^U.R^hom^^OA.aB).

It is clear from the previous corollary that the composite of 0 with

[A] : hom[2ltlj](0^,05)->hom[C11?o](AO^,A05)

is a bijection. But (44) is bijective by 4.5. □

(44)

Definition 4.7. Give Ch55" the closed model category structure in which a map is 
a fibration if it is surjective codimensionwise, a weak equivalence if it is a quasi
isomorphism, and a cofibration if it has Quillen’s left lifting property (LLP, see [14]) 
with respect to those fibrations which are also weak equivalences (trivial fibrations). 
All this structure carries over to 2lbJ using the category equivalence N :2lbJ — Cli". 
In the lemma below RLP stands for right lifting property in the sense of [14],

Notation 4.8. In the next lemma and further below, we use the following notation. If 
n 0, we write T.(nji + 1) for the mapping cone of the identity map Z[u] —>Z[n],

Lenima 4.9. Let f-.E^B be a homomorphism of cosimplicial abelian groups. lie 
have:

(1) f is a fibration if and only if for all n 1 f has the RLP with respect to 
0 — OTfn — l.u).
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(ii) f is a trivial fibration if and only if for all n ® 1 f has the RLP with respect to 
the natural inclusion Q~L\n\ OTfn — \,nfi

Proof. Let f : C — D be a cochain map. By the theorem, Kf is a retract of Of. Thus 
every map having the RLP with respect to O f also has it with respect to Kf’. The 
lemma follows from this applied to the cochain maps 0 — L(n — 1,«) and Z[u] 
L(n — 1,«). □

5. Monoidal structure

Consider the map 0: TV* —» TV*,

9(Vi) = vj, 0(xy) = 0(x)y + (-l)|x|x0(y). (45)

The second identity says that 0 is a homogeneous derivation of degree +1. Note it 
follows from (45) that 02 = 0.

Lemma 5.1. For every a. G Map( [«], [m]) and \ 1 . [a,0](x) = [i>a(0).a(x)].

Proof. Both sides of the identity we have to prove are derivations. Thus it suffices to 
show they agree on the generators v,, and this is straightforward. □

Theorem 5.2. Let . l.ÖGCIr " and 6 as defined in (45) above. Consider the ten
sor product of Rm-abelian groups QA ® OB :[«]—>• OnA ® OnB. The map w.0A<™ 
QB O( A <*> B) given by the following formula is an isomorphism in 2lbSltl, and 
makes 0 : Cli“1—CM1'111 a strong monoidal functor

i>((a ® x) ® (Z> ® y)) = a ® ® xy + (—l)'fl'a ® ® 0(x)y.

Proof. It is clear that the following map is an isomorphism of abelian groups:

g : (a ® x ) ® (® y) (a x) • (b ® y): = a ® b ® xy.

Bec ause h := v — g is homogeneous of degree +1 and /r = 0, a is a group isomorphism. 
That ii is a homomorphism in 21b''“1 follows straightforwardly using Lemma 5.1. In 
order to see that 0 is strong monoidal, we must check that the two diagrams involv
ing the unit object of 2lb'"n commute, which is immediate, and also the following 
associativity condition for a G QA, ß G OB and y G OC

ii(i>(a ® ß) ® y) = i>(a ® i>(ß ® y)). (46)

Writing this in terms of g and h, and because g is associative, we obtain

//(//(a ® ß) ® y) — /?(a ® h(ß ® y)) = a • h(ß ® y) — /?(a • ß ® y)

+ h(a ® ß • y) — h(a. ® ß) • y. (47)

For a = a ® x, ß = b ® y and y = c ® z, the left-hand side of (47) is
f—V)\y\+1 adbdc ® 0(0(x)y)z + ( — adbdc ® 0(x)0(y)z = 0.
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This is zero because 0 is a square-zero derivation. Thus (47) says that h is a Hochschild
2-cocycle, which follows from the fact that both d and 0 are derivations. □

Product structure 5.3. Let AcDGR*, m:AopA^A the multiplication map. Consider 
the composite

o : QA ® QA Q(A ® A ) QA.

We have

(co <><> v) o (i| (x> y) := a>if ix> vy + (-1 )!r ouh) w ff(x )y. (48)

By construction, (OA.o) is a 3in-nng. Note that each term i^fOA of the hitration (23 ) 
is a 3in-ideal. The associated graded Sm-ring is A g] TV equipped with the product 
inherited from .10 TV C A® TV. Thus we may view OA as a deformation oi l 0 TV. 
One checks that the kernel of the map p: OA -» KA of (27) is an ideal for o, Hence 
K4 inherits a Sin-ring structure; using the definition of 0 we get that the induced 
product on K4 =.10 AV is just that coming from A <g> AV:

(a <x> v)(b <x> y ) = cib <x> vy. (49)

6. Comparison with the shuffle product

Let R be a simplicial ring. Consider the direct sum of its homotopy groups
oo

pR:=^p„R. (50)
ii=()

Recall that the shuffle product ★ makes nR into a graded ring. If moreover R is 
a ^in-ring, then the Connes operator : i/? is a derivation, so that pR =
(nR.ir.B) becomes in fact a DG-rmg. This follows from the version of [10, 4.3.3], for 
cyclic modules, the same which is used without further proof in [10, 4.3.7-8], Hence 
we have a functor

Rings3 in -^DGR*, R •-> tcR. (51)

Proposition 6.1. LetAeDGR*. Consider the natural isomorphism of graded abelian 
groups induced by the map I of 4.2(h).

I-.A^pOA. (52)

Map (52) is an isomorphism of DG-rings. In particular functor (51) is a left inverse 
of O.

Proof. By 4.2, I induces a cochain isomorphism (A.d) = (xQA.B). It remains to 
show that the induced map is a ring homomorphism. Recall the formula for the shuffle 
product ★ involves degeneracies and shuffles. Keeping in mind that the degeneracies 
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m OA are of the form s, = 1 <><> <?,+i with d, the coface of TV, we get the following 
identity for aGAn, beAm:

1(a) ★ 1(b) = (a ® ) ★ (b ® ),

= ab ® e„ ★ modN.^„+m+\Qn+'”A,

= ab ® £n+m = Kab).

This finishes the proof, since nn+mN^n+m+\OA = 0 by the proof of 4.2. □

7. Nonconiniutative Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg and Loday-Quillen theorems

Recall from [17] that for every algebra S over a commutative ring R which is 
central in S there is de lined a cyclic R-module C*(S/R). Recall also that the nor
malization of C*(S/R) is the mixed complex of nonconiniutative differential forms [4] 
NC*(S/R) = QrS. The Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem ([17], Ex. 9.4.2) says 
that if R and S are commutative, R noethenan, and R ■ S an essentially of finite type, 
smooth homomorphism, then the canonical map from commutative differential 
to Hochschild homology induced by the shuffle product is an isomorphism:

Q*s/R = A*HHi (S/R)% lili, (S/R).

If R D <□ the inverse of (53) is induced by the homomorphism

QrS • Qr/r agda-i ■ ■ ■ da„ i—* — agda-i A • • • A da„.
n!

Here the boundary operators are the Hochschild boundary b on QrS and the 
boundary on Qs/R’ Moreover, as (54) maps B to d, it is in fact a mixed complex 
equivalence

(QpS.b.B) -• (£2s/R,0,d).

We will prove an analogue of this which holds for not necessarily commutative R 
and S. Note that if R and S are commutative then C*(S/R) is just the coproduct 
3in-algebra ®rS considered as a cyclic module. The analogue concerns the coprod
uct 3in-rmg which arises from a ring homomorphism R->-S of not necessarily
commutative rings. We show in 7.7 below that there is an equivalence of mixed com
plexes (i2flS,0,i/) — p,B), valid without restrictions on the characteristic. We
deduce this from 4.2 and from 7.6 below, where we show that = OQrS. In par
ticular the isomorphism QRS = HH*(N = R, ls <52), which is a nng
homomorphism for the product of forms and the shuffle product (by 6.1) just like the 
Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg isomorphism (53). Note further the analogy between 
(54) and the rescaled map p of 4.1.

To prove the isomorphism OQrS = we show Erst that 0 has a right ad
joint (7.4). In the next lemma we use the symbol T for both the tensor $in- and 
DG-nngs.

forms

(53)

(54)

trivial
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Lemma 7.1. Let (U.d)eCh^. Then there is a natural isomorphism of ^in-rings 
TOU OTU.

Proof. This is a formal consequence of Theorem 5.2. □

Notation 7.2. The following DG-nngs shall be considered often in what follows:

D(n) := TZ(n.n+ 1) D S(n) := TZ[«]. (55)

Corollary 7.3. Let I be a set, n, 0. Then 

Q (llzw) =nOD(/7,).

\iE/ / iE.1

Proof.

it/ 1€Z

Proposition 7.4. Let Rings be the category of associative unital rings and DGR* that 
of cochain differential graded rings. The functor O:-OCR*—►Rings®"1 has a right 
adjoint.

Proof. This is an adaptation of the proof of the dual of Freyd’s Special Adjoint The
orem [11, Chapter V, Section 8, Theorem 2], Let Be Rings®"1. Put

D5:=II II D(nY
nfe() hom(2D(n);5)

(56)

If s ehom(OD(n),B), write js:D(n)—>DB for the corresponding inclusion. Define 
a: ODB —=■ B by a/s = j, Consider the two-sided $in-ideal

DB\>K := ^{1 <DB -.o(OI ) = 0}. (57)
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Set PB := DB/K. Because Q: Ch>0 -^2lb5in is exact, we have a natural map i making 
the following diagram commute

QPB (58)

Hence (PB.i.) is an object of the category O j B (notation is as in [11]). We shall 
see it is final, which proves that P is right adjoint to O. Let (R. f )G O j B. Put

ER JJ U D{"Y
/?>0 hom(£>(/?)./?)

If r: D(n) —> R is a homomorphism, write ir:D(n)—iER for the corresponding inclu
sion. Consider the homomorphisms ~.:ER~R. ni,- = r and <j : ER DB. cji,. =j f Or. We 
claim that the following diagram commutes:

OER ——— ODB

Qk * (59)

CW ---- ----- B

Indeed by 7.3, commutativity can be checked at each “cell” €>(£>(/?)), where it is clear. 
Using (59) together with the exactness of G>, we get that t/( ker 7t) C K. Thus cj induces 
a map cj making the following diagram commute:

ER ---- -----  DB

it (60)

R --------- > PB
11

It follows that also the following commutes:

vs « (61)

Putting together the latter diagram with (58) and (59) we get that fO(n) = 7.O(cj)O(n). 
Because n is surjective and O exact, we conclude f = ~7.0(cj]; in other words cj is a 
homomorphism (R, f) (PB, 7) in O ] B. Let h: (R, f) -o (PB.i) be another. Lift h 
to a map li'.ER -EiB. Then by (61).

7.0(h) = iO(hiD = fQ(n) = 7.O(cj).

Hence the image of cj — h lands in K, and therefore cj = h. □
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Remark 7.5. Essentially, the same proof as that of the theorem above shows that also 
O: Cli" —'2lb5’n has a right adjoint. One just has to replace J J andD(u) for © and 
Tfn,n + 1).

Theorem 7.6. Let R^>S be a ring homomorphism, R f Rings the category of R- 
algebras, J the coproduct in R f Rings, J S the Bin-ring of Section 2 above and 
QrS the R-DG-algebra of relative noncommutative differential forms of [3], Then 
O(QrS) = ]XrS.

Proof. The 3in-rmg is characterized by the following property

hom(fl^R;ngs)®ln (a S,Cj = homR1Rmgs(S.C°). (62)

We must show OQrS has the same property. On the other hand we have

homR[dgr* (&rS,X) = homRjRings (S’,A'0). (63 )

Here we identify R with the DGR* concentrated in codimension 0 with trivial deriva
tion. Let P be the right adjoint of 0 :DGR* —> Rings51"; its existence is guaranteed by 
Proposition 7.4. Identifying R with the constant fyin-ri ng, noting that OR = R and using 
(63 ), we obtain

h°m?? | }(Q(QrS),C) = homfl|£>Gfl* (QrS,PC)

= homfl |Rings (S,PC{>).

Therefore to prove the corollary it suffices to show that PC0 = C°. We have

PC° = homch>o(Z(0,l),PC)

= homDGR.(D(0),PC)

= homRmgsSl„ (OD(O).C)

= homR!ngs®,„ (TgZ(0,1), C) (by 7.1)

= homa6St„(eZ(0,l),C). (64)

By definition
n

2"Z(0,l) = Z(0,l) 0 TE" = Z(1®1) (J)Z(1®©). (65)
1=1

Put eg = 1 <x> 1, e, = 1 <g> v, + eg 1 < i < n. It follows from (20) that a(«t) = ea(i) for all 
a: [u] —> [m] e fyn Therefore, OTfO, 1) = ®Z, whence (64) equals

= hom (ff)Z,C) =C°. □
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Corollary 7.7. I7ew the Bin-ring J S as a cyclic module by restriction, and consider 
its associated normalized mixed complex (7V]Ja1S',ju,5), Then the map I of Theorem 
4.2 is a mixed complex equivalence

Remark 7.8. As a particular case of Theorem 7.6 we get a ring isomorphism

ST T S O1 = QRS 0 7V1 QRS. (66)
J—

Here QRS is equipped with the product o of (48). A similar isomorphism but with 
a different choice of o was proved by Cuntz and Quillen [3, Proposition 1.3], under 
the stated assumption that R = C. Their choice of o actually works whenever 2 is 
invertible in R, and the rings which arise from £2RS with our product and that of [3] 
are isomorphic in that case. Hence 7.6 may be viewed as a strong generalization of 
Cuntz-Quillen’s result.

8. Comparison with Nuss’ product

In [13], Nuss considers the “twist”

t : S S—tS ®R S, t(s ® t) = st ® 1 + 1 ® st — s ® t.

It is clear that f = 1 and that, for the multiplication map pg: S f>R S — S, we have 
pgT = pg. He shows further [13, 1.3] that t satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation. Using 
r, he introduces a ring structure on the n + 1 fold tensor power S ■ ■ ■fRS for all 
n > 1, by a standard procedure (use Proposition 2.3 of [2] and induction). We want to 
reinterpret this product in a different way. For this consider the (Amitsur) cosimplicial 
R-bimodule

n

0„.V:[77] -
1=0

By definition of iff. we have N(fs>RS) = T2RS. Hence the Dold-Kan correspondence 
gives an isomorphism of cosimplicial R-bimodules

0rS^KQrS. (67)

On the right hand side we also have product (49). It is noted in [13] that (67) is a 
ring isomorphism in codimension F 1. The next Proposition shows it is actually a nng 
isomorphism in all codimensions.

Proposition 8.1. Equip f>RS with the product defined in [13] and KQRS with that 
given by (49). Then (61) is an isomorphism of Bin-rings.

Proof. Write • for Nuss’ product. Consider the following map

>\ = g honij ([0], [«]) (0 < i < n).
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One checks the following identities hold in <><>]?£, for cpbcS'.

í a7+M+i? i <j.

(68)

In particular <5,-: S <g>” S is a nng homomorphism for • . By the universal property 
of we have a unique ring homomorphism a”: ®’rS satisfying a” 3, = 3,
for all i. By (69),

3-0 ®--- ® S„ = 3()(S() )•■■■• 3„(s„)

= a(<5o(3o)- • • 3„(s„)l-

Thus a is surjective. On the other hand the composite of a with the isomorphism 
OQrS^ H,,-5 sends ds® v, to q,(s) := <5,(j) — <5o(v). But it follows from (68) that

qi(a)»qJ(b) = (69)

Thus a descends to a ring homomorphism S.:KQRS^ ooRS. On the other hand, we 
have an /t-linear map />’ : <x>fi S —KIIrS. fi(sg <><>••• <x> s„ ) = <50( ) • • • 3„(® )■ Clearly 
a/> = 1. To finish the proof it suffices to show that />’ is surjective. But we have

iigdai ■ ■ ■ dar ® vh A • • • A vlr

= <5offio)(<5i(tfi ) - <5o(ffi )) • - • ( <5, ( r/,. ) - <5o(í7,. ))
r— 1

= <5o(flo) • • • <5, (fl, ) mod <8> .11
1=0

= />(17o A> • • • <*> 17,. <*> !<><>••• <*> 1 ).

Hence it follows by induction on that £fRS^ArV is included in the image of />. □

9. Dold-Kan equivalence for rings

Definition 9.1. Let f .R — S be a homomorphism in DGR*. We say that f is a weak 
équivalence if it induces an isomorphism in cohomology. We call f a fibration if 
each f” : R” — S” is surjective, and a cofibration if it has the left lifting property 
(LLP) of [14] with respect to those fibrations which are also weak equivalences (trivial 
fibrations). Similarly, a map q:A - B of cosimplicial rings is a weak équivalence if it 
induces an isomorphism in cohomotopy, a fibration if each q" :A” -» B" is surjective 
and a cofibration if it has the LLP with respect to trivial fibrations. It is proved in [8] 
that the structure just defined makes DGR* closed model. The next proposition shows 
that the same is valid for cosimplicial rings.
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Proposition 9.2. With the notions of fibration, cofibration and weak equivalence de
fined in 9.1, Rings1 is a closed model category.

Proof. A commutative version of this is given in [16], Theorem 2.1.2. Essentially 
the same proof works in the noncommutative case; simply substitute the coproduct 
]] of Rings for <g>, which is the coproduct in the category Comm of commutative 
rings. One only has to check that for all n > 0, the structure maps :=
TKTfn.n + I) e Rings1 induce weak equivalences

MeRingsd). (70)

For this we imitate Jardine’s argument [8], We observe that if A e RmgsJ and we write 
C(n} = Ki(n,n + 1) then there is an isomorphism of cosimplicial groups

a]Jd(/7) = A[C(«)]

: = A ® (A <g> C(/7 ) <g> A ) ® (A <g> C(n ) <g> A <g> C\n ) ®A ) ® • • • 

with the product defined by

(tfl <g> Cl <g> 02 <g> • • • <g> Cp <g> fli+l <g> Ci <g> cfi <g> • • • <g> c'i <g> )

=(® <x> Cl <><>••• <x> Cp Clp+\cfi • • • <x> c'i a'M )

and cofaces and codegeneracies induced by those of A and C(n). Thus to prove (70) 
it suffices to show that if C and D are cosimplicial groups and D is contractible, then 
the inclusion 7: C —>• C[D] is a quasi-isomorphism. But coken is a sum of cosimphcial 
groups each of which is isomorphic to one of the form C <g> £> <g> • • • <g> D <g> C. Hence it 
suffices to show that Df>D' is contractible if D is. This latter statement follows from 
the following property of the cosimplicial path functor (see [16, p. 30]):

Dd[1] ® D' = (D □

Lemma 9.3. (i) The functor 0 Rings5111 >RmgsJ preserves colimits,
finite limits, cofibrations, fibrations, and weak equivalences.

(li) Let K: DGR* RmgsJ be the functor sending A AL4 where KA is equipped 
with the product (49). Then there is a natural isomorphism of left derived functors 
LO LA.

Proof. Limits and colimits in RmgsJ are computed codimensionwise, and the same 
is true in Rings5"1. In particular the forgetful functor preserves limits and colimits. 
The functor Q: DGR* —> Rings5"1 preserves colimits by Proposition 7.4. Thus 0 pre
serves colimits. On the other hand limits in Rings5"1 can be computed in 21b5"1. As 
0: Cli"1 — 21b5"1 is exact and preserves direct sums, it follows that 0 preserves finite 
limits. Similarly, as the forgetful functors DGR* — Cli"1 and RingsJ ^2lbJ as well as 
0 : Cli"1 —21b5"1 preserve fibrations and weak equivalences, it follows that 0 does. 
One checks, using Lemma 7.1, that 0 preserves the basic cofibrations S(m)^D(m),
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T.^D(m). Because it also preserves colimits it follows that if m„iel is a family of 
positive integers and e,: ) ^A" (i&I) a family of maps, then the following maps
are cofibrations:

>—*

But by the proof of 9.2 and the remark [1, p. 23], every cofibration in DGR* is a retract 
of one obtained as a colimit of such cofibrations. Hence 0 preserves all cofibrations. 
Thus (i) is proved. As shown in Section 5, the natural weak equivalence p: OA—>KA 
of 4.2 is a homomorphism of cosimphcial rings. This proves (u), □

Remark 9.4. A functor L* with properties similar to those proved for 0 in Lemma 
9.3 is considered in [15] for the dual situation of chain DG- and simphcial rings. The 
authors use the shuffle product to make the normalized chain complex of a simph
cial nng into a chain DG-nng, thus obtaining a functor A* : RmgsJ — DGR*. The 
functor L* is defined as the left adjoint of N*. Dually, one can equip the normal
ized complex of a cosimphcial ring with the shuffle product, consider the resulting 
functor N: RingsJ —»DGR* and take its left adjoint L*. However we point out that 
L* and 0 are not isomorphic. In other words 0 is not left adjoint to A. To see 
this, note that, by 7.1, if HeCh>0, then homRingsj(OT4,A) = homabj (OA.R), while 
hom£>Gfl* (TA,NR) = homch>o (A,NR) = homabj (AL4.R). Hence if 0 were left adjoint 
to A, then K and 0 should be isomorphic as functors Ch580 -2lbJ, which is clearly 
false.

Remark 9.5. We have seen in Proposition 7.4 that 0 has a right adjoint P. Since 
the forgetful functor U: Rings3in —>RingsJ also has a right adjoint ([11], X.3.2), and 
0 = UO, it follows that 0 is the left adjoint of an adjoint pair (O.P). On the other 
hand, by Lemma 9.3(i), we know that 0 preserves cofibrations and weak equivalences, 
and thus it is the left adjoint of a Quillen adjoint functor pair [7, Definition 1.3.1],

Theorem 9.6. The adjoint functors O .DGR* ±5 Rings1:/' of 93 i) and 9.5 form a 
Quillen equivalence in the sense of [7] 1.3.12.

Proof. Let g\R\= P(S)C^»P(S) be the functonal cofibrant replacement obtained by 
the small object argument. Since the functor 0 reflects weak equivalences, it suffices to 
show that the adjoint map f : OR^S is a weak equivalence ([7, Theorem 1.3.16]). We 
note for future use that by the small object argument and because O and P are adjoint, 
the dotted arrow in the diagram below exists whenever the top horizontal arrow is 
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in the image of Q: hompCT. (S(m),R) •homÆ/„;v i (OS(m), QR).
ÔSGn)------> ÔA

'1

QD(m)----- >S <71)

To prove that /' is a weak equivalence, we must show that the following map is an 
isomorphism for all m

f:H"'NQR^H'"NS. (72)

We first prove that (73) is surjective. If xeH‘"NS is an element, call x the map 
Z— H'"NS, 1 — x. Choose a cochain homomorphism x : Z[/w]—TVS inducing x. We 
have an exact sequence

0 —> Z[/n + 1] —> Z(»i, m + 1) —> Z[m] —> 0

Because both N and 0 are exact, we have a solid line commutative diagram

2[/n] (73)

To prove that the dotted arrow exists, apply the functor K to obtain a commutative 
diagram:

eZ[m - I] —---- - OR

OZ < m, in 4- 1 >-------► S (74 j

Next use Lemma 7.1 to obtain a diagram of the form (71) in which the top row is in 
the image of O. whence the dotted arrow exists in (71), whence also in (74) and (73). 
Call r the arrow N01[m] - - NOR induced by h. Then the image of 1 through f: Z = 
H"'(NQZ[m\)—> HmNOR maps to x under (72). This proves that (72) is surjective. 
To show it is also injective, let x: Z[/n] — NOR represent an element in the kernel of 
(72). Then fx : Z[m] —>\S factors through a map x': l(m — 1,/n) —>TVS. Because p is 
natural we have a commutative diagram

TV(?Z[zu] ----- ----- > NOR

f

\,m) ---------- TVS
x'p
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Because p is an equivalence, it suffices to show that xp induces the zero map in 
cohomology. Next, by virtue of 4.2 there is a homotopy fxp—*fNQ(xp). Because 
QL[ni] >—» Orffni — 1,/») is a cofibration this homotopy extends to one between x' p 
and some map r which fits into the following commutative diagram:

A'02 < in — I.in > —-—A'S (75)

The same argument used during the course of the proof of the surjectivity of (72) 
shows that the dotted arrow exists. Hence xp induces the zero map in cohomology, 
since it is homotopic to NO(xp). and the latter induces zero by (75). □

Corollary 9.7. The functor 0_O: HoZJGT?* —► HoRingsJ of 9.3 is an equivalence of 
categories.

Proof. Immediate from 9.6 and [7. 1.3.13], □

Corollary 9.8. Let K : Clr11 — 2lbd be the Dold-Kan functor. If A gDGR*, equip KA 
with the product (49). Then the left derived functor LK of DGR* -»RingsJ, A KA 
is a category equivalence \AoDGR* ^»HoRings1.

Proof. Immediate from 9.7 and 9.3(ii). □
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